
 

 
 

Frank Gonzalez   S4        Free standing robot 

Frank Gonzalez – Student wrote I decided to make a model of a robot. I finished my project last night with my dad. My robots 

body parts are all made with plastic bottles and bottle caps.  It was fun but it took like 2 hours to make but a long time to collect 

all the parts, 

Teacher reply: Frank you robot is so awesome. I love the symmetry of your shapes and  the patterning of your color scheme 

The "eyes" and hands are my favorite detail.  



       
                                                                      Josaphat Moz 3 E/W- Cell phone stand- Upcycling 2020 
 
Teacher Reply: What a useful idea, to make a hands-free stand for your iPhone! Has it come in handy? Good job Josephat!  
Have you ever tried making upcycled speakers for that I phone? They can amplify your sound output.  



 

 

Johnathan Maldonado 3 E/W    Desk organizer and picture frame- Upcycling 20’ 



  
Isabella Mejia -Grade 2D Snow Globe - Student said, I made a snow globe I used an empty Gerber baby food far, old teddy 

bear toy, beads and glue. First, I glued the bear to the Gerber top then let it dry. Then put the beads and water in the cup. Then 

put on the top and shake it. up.  

        
Isabella Mejia -Earth Day themed- painted organizers 

“Earth themed organizers. Cans-Used: formula cans and paint. First, I got all the paint out and painted the cans.  

Then I let it dry to paint more. Finally, I just put the things in there.” 



      

 
 

        
 

  Keren Alfaro Grade 3H     
 Teacher reply, “Keren I love your enthusiasm and you have been the most consistent student on Zoom for 
ART in the third grade. This is a very good example of a useful item. Good way to kick off your online learning 
by getting your materials organized. You said the dividers were the hardest part. How come? Who did you 
collaborate with?” Keep up the great Zoom session attendance 
 
                                                               
 
 
 
 



 

  
     

Layla Galata Grade 4S- Water Proof Zip Pouch   
                                                  

Layla Galata - Student said, “I constructed a zip lock pouch to 
store things in, I had these old pair of pants, so I cut them 
and lined this large zip lock bag with the pattern.” Teacher 
said,” that looks like a very useful and attractive item.   I 
know you had a hard time sending the pictures in the 
beginning, but you have it all figured out now. Persistence 
pays off. Good work Layla. Keep up the great Zoom 
attendance.” 
 

Layla Galata.  Grade 4S    Logo “OK” 

Layla Galata –Student said, “I made a second project that I 

want to keep at home it’s an OK sign. I made it out of 

cardboard. Teacher said “That is a very unique logo you 

created and very interesting to choose that word during the 

Pandemic. Student said, ‘Yes that’s why I did it is because we 

are ok.” 

 
 

 


